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Abstract—In emerging 3D NoC-based chip multiprocessors (CMPs), aging in circuits due to bias temperature instability (BTI)

stress is expected to cause gate-delay degradation that, if left unchecked, can lead to untimely failure. Simultaneously, the effects

of electromigration (EM) induced aging in the on-chip wires, especially those in the 3D power delivery network (PDN), are expected

to notably reduce chip lifetime. A commonly proposed solution to mitigate circuit-slowdown due to aging is to hike the supply voltage;

however, this increases current-densities in the PDN due to the increased power consumption on the die, which in turn expedites

PDN-aging. We thus note that mechanisms to enhance lifetime reliability in 3D NoC-based CMPs must consider circuit-aging together

with PDN-aging. In this paper, we propose a novel runtime framework (ARTEMIS) for intelligent dynamic application-mapping and

voltage-scaling to simultaneously manage aging in circuits and the PDN, and enhance the performance and lifetime of 3D NoC-based

CMPs. We also propose an aging-enabled routing algorithm that balances the degree of aging between NoC routers and cores, thereby

increasing the combined lifetime of both. Our framework also considers dark-silicon power constraints that are becoming a major

design challenge in scaled technologies, particularly for 3D stacked CMPs. Our experimental results indicate that ARTEMIS enables

the execution of 25 percent more applications over the chip lifetime compared to state-of-the-art prior work.

Index Terms—Application mapping, aging resilience, power delivery network, dark-silicon, 3D chip multiprocessors

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

BIAS Temperature Instability (BTI) is the most dominant
physical phenomenon that degrades the maximum

switching rate of transistors under long periods of voltage
stress in emerging chip multiprocessors (CMPs) [1]. BTI
causes gradual circuit slowdown over the operational life-
time of the electronic chip. For systems manufactured at
technology nodes below 45 nm, BTI-induced delay-degrada-
tion can be quite significant [2], [3]. The principal effect of
such a circuit-aging mechanism is to increase circuit-thresh-
old voltage (VT), which results in higher circuit-delay. From
a system-level perspective, such VT-degradation causes
slowdown in critical paths of processor-cores and network-
on-chip (NoC) routers, thereby limiting overall system per-
formance. With increasing demand for reliable CMPs with
longer lifetimes in non-consumer domains such as aero-
space, defense, automobile, and health, prolonging the use-
ful CMP lifetimewill be very beneficial.

Additionally, electromigration (EM) in metal wires on
the chip leads to increased interconnect resistance over time
in CMPs. This phenomenon is most dominant in power
delivery network (PDN) wires that carry larger unidirec-
tional currents compared to signal wires [4], [12]. The
increased resistance of the power-grid results in higher
IR-drops in the PDN, which causes further circuit slow-
down due to degradation of supply voltage [5]. These
adverse effects of EM are expected to be particularly severe
in 3D CMPs that possess limited number of power-pins and
higher current densities [6]. Also, with process technology
scaling, this problem is exacerbated due to the reduction in
cross-sections of metal wires, which causes further increase
in PDN current-densities [4].

To mitigate BTI-induced delay degradation, while main-
taining circuit operation at a minimum clock frequency
(i.e., minimum performance level), one solution is to hike
the supply voltage [13] adaptively over time based on the
degree of circuit-aging. However, doing so increases cur-
rent-densities in the PDN due to the increased power dissi-
pated in the chip as a result of the voltage-hike. High
current densities end up causing faster EM-induced PDN-
aging [7], hastening circuit-slowdown. Hiking supply volt-
age also increases VT-degradation, further increasing the
rate of circuit-aging.

As aging reduces the viable lifetime of current and emerg-
ing CMPs, it is becoming increasingly important to consider
it during the design process. Unfortunately, designers today
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are more focused on meeting performance requirements,
and resort to either using costly hardware guardbands tomin-
imize the effect of performance variations on a die, or employ-
ing large supply voltage guardbands to ensure a reliable
voltage supply, that ends up increasing power densities and
peak temperature of chip, resulting in shortening chip life-
time. Practical and low-cost solutions to enhance lifetime are
thus becoming essential, especially in dense 3D CMPs fabri-
cated in scaled technologies. As noted earlier, such solutions
must also consider the interdependence between BTI-induced
circuit aging, supply voltage, and EM-induced PDN-aging.

Yet another challenge facing CMP designers is the rise in
on-chip power dissipation. The slowdown of power scaling
with technology scaling, due to leakage and reliability
concerns [8], [9], has led to high chip power-densities, giv-
ing rise to the dark-silicon phenomenon, whereby a non-
negligible fraction of the chip must be shut down at any
given time to satisfy the chip power-budget. With the extent
of dark-silicon increasing with every technology-generation
[10], [11], designs are becoming increasingly power-limited
rather than area-limited. Therefore, runtime power-saving
techniques such as dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) are
of paramount importance to extract much needed perfor-
mance given a stringent chip-wide power-budget.

To simultaneously address all the above mentioned chal-
lenges related to aging, power dissipation, and performance
facing chip designers, in this paper we propose a novel run-
time aging-aware application-mapping framework called ARTE-
MIS. Our framework is intended for 3D NoC-based CMPs
and aims to increase the useful work performed over the
lifetime of these chips, while meeting the dark-silicon
power-budget (DS-PB) and application performance goals.
The novel contributions of our work are summarized below:

� We propose a novel runtime application-mapping
and DVS-scheduling framework that can adapt to
different aging scenarios to extend the lifetime of a
3D NoC-based CMP;

� As the impacts of PDN-aging and circuit-aging (for
cores and NoC routers) on system-performance are
correlated, our framework considers aging in these
components, unlike any prior work, while making
mapping decisions to alleviate system aging;

� Our methodology to evaluate system-aging and the
resulting maximum-attainable performance accounts
for progressive effects of IR-drops due to PDN-aging,
VT-degradation due to circuit-aging, and temperature
profiles over the chip lifetime;

� We design a novel symmetric aging-enabled NoC
routing path allocation (SAR) heuristic to produce a
balanced core-router aging profile to extend the life-
time of the NoC. In addition, SAR efficiently trades-
off aging with network-congestion in the NoC;

� Our framework also meets chip-wide power con-
straints, thus finding applicability in contemporary
power-constrained (dark-silicon afflicted) multicore
designs.

2 RELATED WORK

In recent years, several researchers have proposed run-time
and design-time application mapping techniques to address

the problem of circuit-aging in CMPs. Tiwari et al. [13] sug-
gest mapping high-power tasks onto faster (less-aged) cores
and low-power tasks onto slower cores, thereby “hiding”
the aging in the chip. At the same time, they propose to
lessen aging by scaling the supply voltage or the threshold
voltage. Feng et al. [14] perform “local wear-leveling” by
scheduling tasks on cores while considering circuit-aging in
sub-core components. But such wear-leveling approaches
where “younger” cores are prioritized over aged cores
without considering application-performance (frequency)
requirements lead to higher leakage power dissipation as
faster cores are also leakier, which expedites aging. Thus, in
the dark-silicon regime where performance is closely tied to power,
wear-leveling techniques are usually sub-optimal.

Some of the recent works propose aging-aware frame-
works that discretize target lifetime of the chip into finer life-
time constraints, and perform runtime management to
satisfy a pre-defined target lifetime and system performance
goal. For instance, Mintarno et al. [3] use frequency, voltage,
and cooling power as control parameters to optimize the
energy-efficiency of a system while meeting lifetime targets.
Paterna et al. [15] propose a linear-programming based task-
allocation solution to optimize energy, while [16] performs
voltage tuning over shorter time-intervals to meet aging con-
straints over longer time-intervals. But these techniques are
either too time consuming to be viable for runtime decision
making, or require comprehensive knowledge of future
application characteristics, which may not be available
in many environments where CMPs are used. In [38],
Haghbayan et al. have proposed a lifetime aware runtime
mapping framework that maps tasks on to cores to meet the
dark-silicon power budget and satisfy the target reliability till
the end of the chip lifetime. However, they have not consid-
ered other viable resource management approaches such as
Dynamic Voltage Scaling (DVS) to execute more applications
within a given dark- silicon power budget. They have also
considered a 2D CMP where the impact of electro-migration
(EM) is not predominant. However, recent chip designers
and manufacturers are gravitating towards 3D CMPs, where
the degradation (due to EM) in power delivery networks
(PDN) can potentially slow down performance of on-chip
components such as cores and NoC-routers. In [39], Huang
et al. have proposed an analytical model for computing the
reliability of a manycore processor, and analyzed the impacts
of various redundancy schemes on the lifetime and the per-
formance of the processor. Having redundant cores is a viable
solution in a processor with a small core count. But, as the
core count increases, redundancy based schemes will incur
very high power and area overheads, which is impractical in
dark-silicon power constrained chips. In [47], Kapadia et al.
have proposed a process variation aware framework for
application mapping to improve the reliability due to soft
errors in the dark-silicon era.

More recent works have considered on-chip temperature
profile as a prime contributor to circuit-aging and propose
techniques to reduce the peak on-chip temperature with
thermal-aware mapping techniques. Gnad et al., in [40], have
proposed a framework that uses an offline generated fre-
quency degradation table for various applications to estimate
the aging-induced frequency degradation in cores before
mapping, for efficient aging and dark-silicon management
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on a 2D CMP. Their framework has objectives similar to
ARTEMIS, but when applied to a 3D CMP, it ignores PDN-
aging. Further, they aim tominimize circuit-aging and power
consumption in cores, while ignoring other on-chip compo-
nents such asNoC. In [41], Singh et al., have proposed amap-
ping technique to reduce the energy consumption and the
peak on-chip temperature while improving the application
throughput of 3D video processing applications on 3D
CMPs. Even though thermal-aware mapping minimizes
aging to an extent in 2D CMPs, mitigating aging in cores and
PDN simultaneously in 3D CMPs requires a mapping tech-
nique that is cognizant of degradation profiles of both cores
and PDN along with the prior knowledge of workload that is
executed on them. In [48], [49], Pasricha et al. have proposed
a fault tolerant and energy efficient NoC routing scheme for
2D and 3D NoC based systems. In [42], Rehman et al. have
proposed a framework to address the reliability challenges
due to soft-error induced failures. Their framework aims at
leveraging the knowledge of on-chip variation and aging pro-
files to efficiently choose the hardware-software reliability
mitigation and application mapping techniques, to improve
the reliability of 2D CMPs. Unlike their framework, we bal-
ance circuit- as well as PDN-aging and increase the useful
lifetime of 3D CMPs in the presence of dark-silicon. In [43], a
novel temperature-model is proposed that considers both
spatial and temporal dependencies. This model is used by a
design time task scheduling and operation point assignment
mechanism, to jointly optimize reliability and energy of mul-
timedia applications represented using streaming data flow
graphs (SDFG). However, a design time task assignment
does not efficiently capture a run-time aging profile caused
by dynamic workload characteristics found in most of
today’s CMPs. In [44], a run-time task scheduling framework
is proposed to minimize the communication energy con-
sumed, without effecting the throughput of multimedia
applications on heterogeneous multicore systems in the pres-
ence of permanent and intermittent failures. In [45], a sce-
nario-aware fault injection model is proposed to model
intermittent failures caused by wear-out mechanisms on 2D
MultiProcessor-System-on-Chips (MPSoCs). They further
propose a wear-out-aware application mapping technique
that maps applications based on the intermittent failure rate,
which is an indicator of chip aging. However, this work
ignores the presence of dark silicon power constraint that is
prevailing in most of today’s multicore processors. Also, all
these works do not consider the impact of aging in PDN. To
the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first work on lifetime-
aware application mapping at runtime that considers the impact of
PDN-aging on the lifetime of the chip, and is also tailored for the
power-constrained dark-silicon design regime.

Aging is a concern not just for computation cores but also
for NoC fabrics that connect these cores together. But very
few works have investigated design-techniques that extend
the service life of the NoC fabric. Bhardwaj et al. [35] have
proposed an aging-aware adaptive routing algorithm that
routes packets along the paths that are both less congested
and experience smaller aging stress. But the authors do not
consider aging in compute-cores. Our work represents one of
the first efforts to extend the useful lifetime of the entire chip by
producing a balanced core-router aging profile, with our proposed
symmetric aging-enabled routing path allocation (SAR) heuristic.

3 MOTIVATION

In this section, we illustrate the advantages of our ARTEMIS
framework with the help of a small example. We consider a
scenario in which applications arrive at runtime to be exe-
cuted on a 36-core CMP with a core capable of executing a
single thread (task) at a time. The example assumes a
4-thread application being mapped on to the cores of a 3D-
CMP at time t, when a 12-thread application is already exe-
cuting on the bottom tier (shown in purple in Fig. 1). In a
3D-CMP, a 2D region of tiles in a central layer with less
VT-degradation can have a relatively high PDN degradation
due to the current flowing through the PDN in middle layer,
to supply the applications that ran in the bottom layer. The
variation in PDN degradation is depicted by red and green
colored tiles and lines in Fig. 1 where red PDN lines sup-
plied more current to applications in the bottom layer than
green PDN lines. When an aging-aware wear-leveling tech-
nique based on prior work [13], [14] is used, the application
would be mapped to the rectangular region (shown in red)
containing cores with the least VT-degradation, i.e., the
region with the youngest cores. Observe that the vertical
PDN branches supplying to this region have high degrada-
tion (higher resistance values due to past stress). Alterna-
tively, although the green rectangular region has more
VT-degradation, the PDN IR-drops sustained by it are lower
than the red region. By always prioritizing mapping of
applications on to the youngest cores, without considering
the resulting impact on EM-induced degradation in the
PDN, resistances of already stressed PDN-wires would be
further increased, thus exacerbating PDN-degradation.
Therefore, ARTEMIS considers both VT-degradation and
PDN-degradation while making mapping decisions to limit
PDN-degradation while guaranteeing that performance and
power constraints are met on a 3D NoC-based CMP.

Additionally, the maximum frequency (fmax) of a core is
affected by both the PDN IR-drops (which affects Vdd) as
well as VT-degradation:

fmax ¼ mðVdd � VT Þa
C0:Vdd

(1)

where a and m are technology-dependent constants, and C0

is switching capacitance of the critical path [25]. Approxi-
mate values of these constants are listed in . Thus, any map-
ping solution obtained without consideration of IR-drops
experienced by cores can potentially lead to undesirable
timing-errors.

Fig. 1. Example of a 3D package for a 36-core CMP (4x3x3 3D-mesh)
with a regular 3D power-grid that has 108 external power-pins and
108 grid-points per tier (16 grid-points supplying to each core). Not all
vertical branches of PDN are shown, for brevity.
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In summary, the wear-leveling based application-mapping
approach (i.e., always choosing the youngest cores) that is
used in several prior works would increase leakage
power, and hence temperature, thus resulting in higher
circuit-aging. In addition, higher leakage power dissipa-
tion would cause increased supply currents to be drawn
from the PDN resulting in higher PDN-aging. In contrast,
ARTEMIS prioritizes older (slower) cores that can support
application frequency constraints without requiring hik-
ing of Vdd-levels. The next section presents our problem
formulation, followed by details of the ARTEMIS frame-
work in Section 5.

4 PROBLEM FORMULATION

4.1 Modeling BTI-Induced Circuit Aging

In this work, we model circuit aging effects arising from
BTI-induced circuit degradation, as BTI has been found to
be one of the most dominant aging mechanisms in emerging
semiconductor technologies. But, our framework is capable
of supporting models of other aging-mechanisms (HCI,
TDDB etc.) as well. Velamala et al. [17], [18] have shown
that a Trapping/Detrapping (TD) based BTI model is capa-
ble of accurately predicting the degradation under a
sequence of Vdd’s used in the DVS operation. They have
noted that when the supply voltage is changed from a
higher Vdd to lower Vdd, the circuit-degradation undergoes
recovery; this recovery behavior is not captured by conven-
tional Reaction-Diffusion (RD) models. Therefore, our anal-
ysis of circuit-aging over the CMP-lifetime is based on the
long-term aging prediction model proposed in [17], which
accounts for different Vdd-levels over time. We estimate the
effective DVT increase that a component (computation core
or NoC router) experiences over a time-interval of t using
Eqs. (2) and (3):

DVT tð Þ ¼ L: AþB log 1þ Ctð Þ½ �: (2)

L ¼ K1 :exp
�E0

kT

� �
: exp

bV1

ToxkT

� �
:a1 þ � � � þ exp

bVS

ToxkT

� �
:aS

� �
:

(3)

where Vi is the ith Vdd-level utilized by the component for a
time-duration ai, S is the total number of allowable Vdd-
levels, and a1 þ a2 þ � � � þ aS � t. T is the average tempera-
ture of the component during corresponding ai. We obtain
A, B, and C and other parameter-values in Eqs. (2) and (3)
by solving the equations given [1], [17], [18], [19] that are
validated against silicon data. Values of constants used in
Eqs. (2) and (3) are listed in Table 1.

4.2 Modeling EM-Induced PDN Aging

To model the phenomena of void nucleation and void
growth in every horizontal and vertical on-chip wire, partic-
ularly those in the PDN that are under the most stress, we
use the EM model proposed in [20] for copper (Cu) inter-
connects in the power grid. Eq. (4) gives the time tn at which
the void nucleates:

tn ¼ Kt

Deff
; Kt ¼ p

4

scð Þ2VkBT

eZeffrj
� �2

B

 !
(4)

Once the void nucleates at time tn, then at an observation
time t0, the length of the void Lvoid is:

Lvoid t0ð Þ ¼ Deff

kBT

� �
eZeffrj t0 � tnð Þ (5)

The length of the void in a Cu wire increases with the
product of electrical current and the time-duration for
which the current flows through it. The length of the void in
turn determines the increased resistance (DR) or degrada-
tion of the wire, which is given by:

DR ¼ c:R0
Lvoid

Lwire

� �
(6)

where R0 is the resistance, constant c depends on the resis-
tivity and cross-sectional area, and Lwire is the wire-segment
length. Table 1 lists the values we used for the constants in
Eqs. (4), (5), and (6).

4.3 Inputs, Assumptions, and Problem Objective

We have the following inputs to our problem:

! A 3D NoC-based CMP with a 3D mesh NoC, of
dimensions (dimx, dimy, dimz) and number of tiles
N ¼ dimx � dimy � dimz with each tile containing a
compute core and a NoC router;

! A set S of candidate supply voltage (Vdd) levels for
the chip;

! A chip-wide dark-silicon power budget (DS-PB);
! An application task graph for each application: verti-

ces with task execution-times on compute cores and
edges with inter-task communication volumes; exe-
cution time and volume values are assumed avail-
able from offline profiling;

! Degree of parallelism (DoP) of each application, and a
set of n admissible rectangular/cuboidal shapes (x, y,
and z dimensions) of regions that it could be mapped
to B1; . . . ; Bn; e.g., a tuple set 2� 4� 1; 4� 2� 1; 2�
2� 2 for an applicationwithDoP ¼ 8;

! A minimum operating frequency (and thus a corre-
sponding maximum execution time) constraint for
each application;

TABLE 1
Values of Constants Used in the Models of BTI and EM Aging

Constant Description Value

m Mobility of the charge carriers 1000 cm2/V.s
a Technology dependent constant 2
K1 Poisson parameter for trap distribution 0.0075
E0 Electric field across the channel 0.1897 eV
k, kB Boltzmann constant 0.000086
Tox Oxide thickness 1.4 nm
Deff Effective diffusivity 6.7 � 10�15

sc Critical stress 4.1 � 106 Pa
V Atomic volume 1.182 � 10�29 m3

r Resistivity of Cu 2.5 � 10�8 V.m
B Effective bulk modulus for the

Cu-dielectric system
109

e Charge of an electron 1.602 � 10�19 C
Zeff Apparent effective charge number 5.0
Lwire Length of the wire 50 um
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! A regular 3D power grid, with p�p grid-points sup-
plying to each core and dimx�dimy�p�p power-pins
at the top of the 3D-die, and an air-cooled heat sink
at the bottom of the 3D-die;

We make the following assumptions in our work:

! Applications can arrive in any order at runtime and
must be mapped onto the 3D CMP while satisfying
application-specific maximum execution time and
minimum frequency constraints;

! There exists one-to-one mapping between tasks and
cores, i.e., a core can execute only one task (thread)
at any given time;

! Applications are mapped contiguously on non-over-
lapping rectangular (on single tier) or cuboidal (across
multiple tiers) shaped regions of the 3DCMP for inter-
application isolation andmore optimized communica-
tion-profiles (as recommended in prior works such as
[37]); thread-migration is not considered;

! A chip-wide supply voltage exists that can be scaled
using DVS at runtime, as the overheads of imple-
menting DVS at a per-core granularity are high for
CMPs with very large core counts [24];

! Similar to prior-works (e.g., [3], [14], [16]) we assume
presence of on-chip aging-sensors [22], [23] that pro-
vide aging information of compute-cores and NoC
routers to our framework; we also assume voltage-
sensors [21] at each power-input (PDN-grid-point)
of a CMP-tile that track the severity of IR-drops (i.e.,
the degree of PDN-degradation on PDN-paths sup-
plying to that core);

! From the on-chip sensors, runtime sensed data (at a
per-tile granularity), in terms of threshold-voltage
(VT) distribution and maximum IR-drops, is avail-
able after every epoch; our aging models (discussed
in Sections 4.1 and 4.2) emulate runtime readings
from sensors on real chips. We define an epoch as the
time-period during which the aging profile of the
chip can be assumed to be constant;

! The 3D CMP is rendered unusable (end of lifetime)
when an incoming application is unable to be exe-
cuted (i.e., when its minimum application frequency
requirement cannot be supported) on any of the
allowed rectangular/cuboidal regions, at any Vdd

level without violating the DS-PB constraint, when
there are no other applications running at that time.

Objective: Given the above inputs and assumptions, our
objective with the ARTEMIS framework is to perform run-
time application-mapping and DVS-scheduling on a given
3D NoC-based CMP platform such that the total number of
applications executed over the lifetime of the chip is maxi-
mized, while all application-specific minimum operating
frequency- and maximum runtime-constraints, as well as
CMP platform-specific DS-PB constraints are satisfied.

5 ARTEMIS FRAMEWORK: OVERVIEW

This section explains the design flow of the framework that
involves the actual mechanism of run-time mapping and
DVS selection along with the simulation of circuit- and
PDN-aging in cores and routers. In manufactured CMPs,

compact aging sensors such as the ones proposed in [22],
[23], and [46] can be used to measure the on-chip aging pro-
file. These sensors are amenable to use in standard cell
design with minimal area and power overhead. They can be
implemented in large numbers along the top 10 percent of
component’s critical paths to collect high volume digital
data on device degradation.

ARTEMIS is a run-time application mapping framework
that processes applications from the top of the service
queue, where the applications are stored as they arrive in
the run-time. The run-time framework receives periodic
feedback (at the end of each epoch) from on-chip aging
and power sensors (simulated models), that is used for
aging- and dark-silicon-aware mapping and DVS schedul-
ing. At any given time, the scaling-down of Vdd via DVS-
scheduling to save power and to limit aging is limited by
the frequency-constraints of the applications running on
the 3D NoC-based CMP, whereas scaling-up of Vdd is con-
strained by the DS-PB.

The key aspects of our proposed framework are illus-
trated in Fig. 2. The Run-time application-mapping consists
of assigning the application task-graph on to a chosen rect-
angular- or cuboidal-shaped region of tiles on the 3D CMP
admissible for the application (from the list B1; . . . ; Bn), as
well as performing routing path allocation of the intra-
application communication-flows on the 3D NoC. The
knowledge of the chip-aging profile is continuously utilized
in the application-mapping and DVS scheduling steps.

The ARTEMIS framework is executed in two nested pro-
cedures: (i) Aging-aware application mapping and DVS
(inner-loop); and (ii) Circuit- and PDN-aging analyses (outer-
loop). These procedures are discussed in Sections 5.1 and 5.2
respectively, and the design flows for the two procedures
are shown in Figs. 3a and 3b.

5.1 Aging-Aware Application Mapping and DVS
Scheduling

During each epoch at runtime, we assume that applications
arrive for execution on the 3D NoC-based CMP. Suppose a
sequence of l applications arrives in an epoch. Aging-
aware application mapping and DVS module (inner-loop) is
responsible for mapping these l applications onto the CMP
during the epoch. If an application cannot be mapped
immediately after it arrives, it is kept in a service queue,

Fig. 2. Overview of ARTEMIS runtime aging-aware application-mapping
and DVS-scheduling framework.
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and mapped later. We assume processing of the service-
queue on a first-come-first serve basis (although a priority-
based processing approach could also be used). At the end
of the epoch, aging information is updated from the on-
chip circuit-aging sensors as well as the voltage sensors
(this information is utilized by inner-loop during the next
epoch). Subsequently, a new application sequence is ser-
viced during each new epoch, and this process continues
until the end of the lifetime of the 3D NoC-based CMP.

At the start of an epoch, the application-service queue is
initialized to point to the first application (app ptr ¼ 0), and
the local time counter1 is initialized to zero, as shown in
Fig. 3a. Processing of the service-queue event is triggered,
(i.e., new applications are serviced) when an application
arrives or an existing one terminates. Once the event is trig-
gered, an application instance is removed from the front of
the queue and processed by the aging-aware mapping and
Vdd selection phase (Fig. 3a; discussed in Section 5.1.1). Appli-
cations from the queue continue to be processed one-by-one
until an “application stall” event is detected. An application
in a service queue can be stalled only due to the following rea-
sons: (i) available tile constraints on the 3D-die; (ii) DS-PB con-
straint; or (iii) application frequency constraints for the given
degradation profile of the 3D-CMP.Note that if an application
is stalled when there are no other applications running, i.e.,
the chip-degradation (VT- and PDN-degradation combined)
precludes it from meeting the application-frequency

constraints, the 3D NoC-based CMP is considered as no lon-
ger usable and has reached its end of life.

When an “application stall” is detected or the application-
service-queue becomes empty for the current epoch, the
application(s) that have been processed by the mapping/
selection phase (discussed in Section 5.1.1) are mapped on to
the appropriate tiles chosen by the phase. At this time
(local time), either one or more new applications aremapped
on to the 3D-CMP or an application just ended (which trig-
gered the service-queue), thus the steady-state computation-
profile (i.e., CMP tile-power values, the resulting supply cur-
rents in the PDN, and thermal-profile) of the 3D-CMP
changes. To evaluate the new computation-profile, given the
tile-power-distribution, thermal-analysis is performed to re-
evaluate the thermal-profile (at per-tile granularity) and
PDN-analysis is performed to evaluate all the branch cur-
rents and voltage-drops at all grid-points in the PDN. Also,
a worst-case IR-drop value (WC-IR-drop, which is the maxi-
mum voltage-drop out of all grid-points supplying to a tile)
is evaluated for each of the N tiles. The WC-IR-drop value is
updated for each tile (at every change of computation-pro-
file) over the chip-lifetime and continuously used to calculate
the maximum-frequency of the tile (for a given Vdd) in the
application-mapping step. The thermal- and PDN-analysis
is discussed in Sections 5.1.2 and 5.1.3, respectively. After the
mapping/selection phase, thermal-analysis, voltage (V), and
temperature (T) values, as well as the WC-IR-drop values in
the time-window ti for this (ith) computation-profile, is
saved in the system-stats, as shown in Fig. 3a.

Additionally, if one or more applications are mapped at
the current local time, the active-times (AT’s) of compute-
cores and NoC routers are calculated for each newly
mapped application. For each tile, these AT’s could be rep-
resented as {Cj, Rj, tj}, where Cj and Rj take values of ‘1’ or
‘0’ depending on whether the corresponding compute-core
or NoC router is active during the time-window tj. These
AT’s for compute-cores and NoC routers are also saved in
system-stats. The system-stats for all time-windows over the
entire epoch duration are eventually utilized for aging-
analyses (in the outer loop) at the end of the current epoch.

After updating system-stats, local time is advanced to the
next application finish-time, and the corresponding applica-
tion is completed, (Fig. 3a). As part of our DVS strategy to
save power and limit aging, on completion of any applica-
tion, we reduce Vdd to the lowest allowable level that would
not introduce any violations in frequency constraints of
existing (already running) applications.

5.1.1 Application-Specific Mapping and Vdd-Selection

For the application under consideration, this phase consists
of three steps: (i) circuit- and PDN-aging aware region selec-
tion and Vdd-selection, (ii) communication-aware task-to-tile
mapping, and (iii) NoC routing path allocation.We describe
these steps below.

(i) Circuit- and PDN-aging aware region selection and voltage-
selection: In our framework, an application with a given DoP
can be mapped on to rectangular or cuboidal regions on the
3D CMP, with shapes to be chosen from a pre-defined list
{B1,. . ., Bn} for that application. All intra-application commu-
nication is contained within t closed region, thus application-
isolation ismaintained and communication cross-interference

Fig. 3. ARTEMIS design-flow: (a) Aging-aware application-mapping and
DVS scheduling (inner loop; Section 5.1). (b) Circuit- and PDN-aging
analyses (outer loop; Section 5.2). The boxes with dotted outlines are
used as part of our aging-simulation framework; however, these steps
are not required on real hardware where runtime aging information is
assumed to be available from on-chip sensors.

1. For simulation purposes, we keep track of cumulative execution-
times of cores and routers of the CMP, by utilizing a local time counter
for the inner loop that is reset at the start of each epoch, and a global
time outer loop that is augmented by the local time at the end of each
epoch. In an actual system, however, the local time counter is used to
keep track of the epoch durations. At the end of each epoch, the aging
analysis module is invoked that computes the new circuit- and PDN-
aging profile of CMP.
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is eliminated. Our heuristic in this step utilizes the VT-degra-
dation profile and the WC-IR-drop profile of the 3D CMP.
The objective is to find the region on the 3D-mesh (with one of
the admissible shapes) so as to: (a) minimize leakage-power;
(b)minimize EM-induced degradation of PDN-paths supply-
ing to cores with highWC-IR-drops; (c) satisfy the frequency-
constraint of the application by all cores within the region; (d)
satisfy the DS-PB. In other words, we search for CMP-regions
with most circuit-aging that satisfy minimum application-
frequency constraints and have least WC-IR-drops. To this
end, we define the following cost-function (C) for joint opti-
mization of leakage-power and PDN-degradation:

C ¼
Xk¼DoP

k¼1

a:
max VT � VTk

max VT � nom VT

� �
þ b

WC IR dropk
max IR drop

� �� �

(7)

where, VTk is the effective VT andWC-IR-dropk is the WC-IR-
drop of the kth core within the region of DoP cores; nom_VT

is the nominal (lowest) effective VT-value of a core with no
aging; and a and b are weighting coefficients. We define
max_VT as the maximum VT value that the core can support
for an ideal (zero) WC-IR-drop (at highest Vdd) while meet-
ing the frequency-constraint of the application. Similarly,
max_IR_drop is the maximum tolerable WC-IR-drop for a
core for nominal VT and highest Vdd.

Algorithm 1. Aging-aware Region Selection and Vdd-
Selection Heuristic

Inputs:VT-profile, WC-IR-drop profile, fB1; . . . ; BngfB1; . . . ; Bng
1: while (Vdd � max Vdd) do {
2: for each tile on the 3D NoC-based CMP do {
3: assume this tile to be at the minimum x, y, z coordi-

nates of the region
4: for each shape in fB1; . . . ; Bng do {
5: if all tiles (compute-cores and routers) satisfy app-

frequency
6: check if DS-PB is satisfied
7: calculate C, choose this shape if least C AND

DS-PB satisfied
8: else go to next shape Bi (step 4)
9: end if
10: } // end for each shape . . .
11: } // end for each tile . . .
12: if (no valid region found AND no DS-PB violation)
13: hike Vdd

14: end if
15: } //end while
16: if no valid region found
17: stall this application
18: end if
output: a valid region to map the application and Vdd-level, or

“stall”

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo code of our region- and
Vdd- selection heuristic. The heuristic performs a simple
exhaustive search over all tiles on the 3D-mesh and over all
admissible shapes B1; . . . ; Bn for the application under con-
sideration. The VT-profile and WC-IR-drop profile inputs
are used for calculating the value of C. The region with the
least C value that satisfies the frequency-constraints (with

maximum frequency for the selected Vdd level calculated
using Eq. (1)) and at the same time does not violate the DS-
PB (given that existing applications have been running), is
selected for mapping the application under consideration. If
no region on the 3D-mesh is found to satisfy the frequency-
constraints, we repeat the search for successively higher
Vdd-levels (which can allow using a higher frequency as per
Eq. (1) with a better probability of meeting frequency-
constraints) until either a valid region with minimal C is
found or the DS-PB is violated. If no valid region is found,
an “application stall” event is initiated.

We now present the theoretical time-complexity of this
heuristic. At most N tiles (total tiles on the 3D NoC-based
CMP) are considered for the prospective mapping region.
Note that DoP of the application (relatively small integer
c – treated as a constant) number of tiles are to be evaluated
for frequency and leakage-power at each of these iterations.
As, the number of candidate Vdd-levels j S j as well as the
number of admissible shapes n are expected to be small con-
stant integers, our region-selection step runs in linear com-
plexitywith respect to the number of tiles,N: O(cn j S jN).

(ii) Communication-aware task-to-tile mapping: After the
region on the 3D CMP has been selected (of size equal to
application-DoP), our mapping heuristic maps the appropri-
ate application-task-graph on to the chosen CMP tiles.We uti-
lize a fast and efficient communication-aware incremental-
mapping approach (similar to that used in prior works such
as [26], [27]) suitable for runtime use.

(iii) Symmetric aging-enabled routing path allocation (SAR): In
this step, we map the communication-flows of the current
application on to the designated cuboidal region on the
3D NoC-based CMP. We propose an aging-enabled and
congestion-aware routing scheme (SAR) to produce a bal-
anced core-router aging profile and extend the lifetime of the
3D NoC. The main objective of SAR is to minimize the num-
ber of runtime scenarios where application-mapping on a
given cuboidal region is precluded due to aging in routers.
Note that an application can be mapped only if all tiles (each
tile has a compute-core and a NoC-router) within the region
under consideration satisfy the minimum application-fre-
quency constraint. Prior work on aging- enabled routing
(such as [35]) considers the aging in NoC-routers but does
not consider the aging in compute-cores. Such an approach
could lead to a somewhat imbalanced aging within tiles of
the CMP, thus potentially preventing application mapping
onto desirable CMP regions due to excessive aging in NoC
routers. SAR on the other hand enables symmetric aging
on individual tiles of the 3D-CMP to extend the service life
of NoC routers. Additionally, SAR efficiently trades-off
aging with network-congestion in the NoC by selecting
routing paths to maximize NoC-lifetime while leveraging
the knowledge of maximum execution time constraints of
applications, i.e., the aging metric in the routing cost func-
tion is prioritized by varying degrees, given the time-slack
available for application-completion.

To ensure a low-overhead implementation, path diver-
sity, and deadlock freedom, our routing algorithm builds
on the 4N-First turn model [36] for 3D-mesh NoCs. This
routing algorithm is partially adaptive, and hence allows
the flexibility to potentially select from among multiple next
hop directions, at each router. We designed a cost-function
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for next-hop selection during routing that considers the
difference between router-aging and core-aging (router_VT –
core_VT) values to ensure balanced aging in CMP tiles.
Moreover, as congestion in the NoC-links leads to excessive
routing delays and thus longer application-runtimes, we
prefer allocating flows to links with lesser communication-
volumes. The following routing cost function (Rtcost), which
is a linear combination of the two normalized metrics, is
used to make routing decisions at each hop along the path:

Rt cos t ¼ aR:
ðVr differenceÞ � ðminimum Vr differenceÞ

range of Vr difference

þ bR:
ðvolumeÞ � ðminimum volumeÞ

range of volume
;

(8)

where, aR and bR are weighting coefficients, VT difference
represents (router_VT – core_VT) of the candidate next hop
router, and volume represents the existing communication-
volume (already allocated while routing previous flows)
on the link. SAR selects the next hop with the minimum
routing-cost, Rtcost, given in Eq. (8).

Algorithm 2. Symmetric Aging-Enabled Routing Path
Allocation

Inputs: Task-graph, execution time constraints, minimum
frequency, task-mapping of current application, VT-profile of
compute-cores and routers
1: Initialize aR ¼ 1 and bR ¼ 0
2: for all communication-flows do {
3: for all hops on the minimal path do {
4: select the next hop with the least Rtcost (Eq. (8))
5: } update aR and bR (Eq (9))
6: }
output: all flows of the application allocated on the cuboidal
CMP- region

Communication delays are calculated from the
application-frequency and NoC link bandwidths, and thus
the current application-delay can be estimated from the
already routed communication-flows. NoC routers and links
in an application region run at the same frequency as the
cores in the region (application-frequency). Note that the
goal of SAR is to extendNoC lifetime while meeting applica-
tion execution time constraints. Thus, the values of coeffi-
cients in Eq. (8), aR and bR, are re-evaluated after routing
each flow, as shown below:

bR ¼ current app: delayf g=fd: app: execution time constraintð Þg
aR ¼ 1 � bRð Þ:

(9)

Before any application communication flows are mapped
to the NoC routers, we start with values aR ¼ 1 and bR ¼ 0.
As flows are mapped and the estimated application-delay
increases, the value of bR increases (aR decreases) proportion-
ally until the application-delay reaches a significant fraction
(d) of the application execution time constraint. At this
point (bR ¼ 1 and aR ¼ 0), SAR ceases to be aging-aware
and routes on paths with minimum congestion exclusively,
to meet the execution time constraint of the given applica-
tion. Algorithm 2 below summarizes our symmetric-aging
enabled routing scheme.

Note that the given application is executed on the actual
3D-CMP platform only after the analysis for routing path
allocation is performed. The turn model rules are imple-
mented in each router using simple combinational logic.
The next hop selection information at each NoC router is
stored in small next-hop routing tables that enable quick
selection of the most appropriate next-hop direction based
on the source and destination of a packet. Even for the larg-
est sized, 32-threaded applications mapped onto a {4x4x2}
cuboid on the 3D CMP platforms we considered, we found
that the upper bound on number of communication-flows
(with unique source-destination pairs) needed to be routed
through any router is 64, with our 3D turn-model based
minimal routing scheme. Thus, a NoC router on the 3D
CMP would need a next hop table of up to 64 entries.
Assuming 3 bits for the output port and 6 bits for the source
and destination each, the footprint of the NoC routing table
is only 960 bits. As we consider communication intensive
applications for execution on the 3D CMP, there is a need
for deeper buffers at input and output channels to avoid
severe network congestion and application slowdown. For
such conditions, we provide each input/output channel
with four virtual channels, each consisting of a buffer of
size four flits. Hence, the overall size of the buffers is up to
1.7KB, assuming the flit size to be 8B. Thus, the hardware
overhead of implementing SAR is small (960 bits or 0.12KB)
when compared to the total size of the buffers.

5.1.2 Thermal-Analysis and Evaluation

To perform thermal evaluation of a given computation-
profile in our framework, we utilize the open-source ther-
mal emulator 3D-ICE 2.2.5 [29] which supports steady-state
thermal analysis of 3D ICs with a conventional air-cooled
heat-sink. For the given power-profile, the tool outputs the
core-temperatures (T’s) on the 3D die.

5.1.3 PDN-Analysis and Evaluation

The supply current drawn by each core is calculated from
the core-power and selected Vdd-level. Given the supply
current requirements of the N cores on the 3D-CMP, we cre-
ated a linear programming (LP) formulation and used
lp_solve [28] to solve for the grid-point voltages and cur-
rents flowing in the 3D regular power grid. This enables the
updating of {V’s, I’s} in the power-grid and WC-IR-drops of
cores in the 3D CMP, for the given time-window (ti) of the
computation-profile. A more detailed discussion of our LP
formulation, including elaboration of constraints and equa-
tions, is presented in Appendix I, which can be found on
the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecom-
putersociety.org/10.1109/TMSCS.2017.2686856.

5.2 Circuit- and PDN-Aging Analyses

In the outer loop of our framework (Fig. 3b), we utilize sys-
tem-stats generated by the inner loop over the last epoch to
perform aging-analysis at the end of the epoch. Given the
system-stats for the last epoch, this analysis is used to calcu-
late the rise in effective VT values (DVT’s) of all cores and
NoC routers on the 3D CMP, as well as the rise in resistance
values (DR’s) of all vertical and horizontal PDN-branches,
using the circuit- and PDN-aging information. The BTI-
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induced circuit-aging of compute-core and NoC router com-
ponents are calculated (discussed in Section 4.1) using the
V’s and T’s experienced by these components during all of
their AT’s over an entire epoch. The EM-induced PDN-
degradation in PDN-branches (discussed in Section 4.2) is
calculated using I’s for all computation-profiles of the
epoch. As effects of EM are far less dominant in signal inter-
connects compared to PDN-interconnects [4], [12], we
ignore EM-induced aging in the NoC-links and focus pri-
marily on PDN interconnects.

Note that the active-time windows of compute-cores and
routers {Cj’s, Rj’s, tj’s} may not be aligned with the chip-
wide computation-profile windows {V’s, T’s, I’s, ti’s}; there-
fore, in circuit-aging calculations, the component AT’s are
required to be split into multiple time-windows where
computation-profiles change. Also, at the start of the very
first epoch, the R’s and VT’s are initialized with nominal val-
ues representing no degradation and the DR’s and DVT’s are
initialized to zero-values. Lastly, the updated aging profiles
are leveraged to make mapping decisions in the next epoch.
When the end of lifetime is encountered (discussed in
Section 5.1), the aging analyses procedure outputs the life-
time of the 3D-CMP in terms of both the total system-execu-
tion-time (global time) and the total number of applications
serviced during this time (Fig. 3b).

6 EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

6.1 Experimental Setup

Our experiments were conducted using 13 different paral-
lel application benchmarks taken from the well-known
SPLASH-2 [31] and PARSEC [32] benchmark suites.
We profiled the execution-time, power dissipation, and
degree of memory-intensity of each application for differ-
ent application-DoPs by performing multicore simulations
using the open-source tools SNIPER [33] and McPAT [34].
For each benchmark, the DoP resulting in highest perfor-
mance was obtained from this profiling study and selected
as the fixed DoP value for that benchmark. These DoP val-
ues ranged from 4 to 32. Note that increasing DoP beyond
this baseline value for each benchmark resulted in lower
performance, due to inter-thread synchronization and
communication overheads.

We categorized the 13 benchmarks into two groups:
(i) communication-intensive benchmarks - {cholesky, fft, radix,
raytrace, dedup, canneal, and vips}; and (ii) compute-intensive
benchmarks—{swaptions, fluidanimate, streamcluster, black-
scholes, radix, bodytrack, and radiosity}. As radix has properties
of both, we use it in both groups. In our analyses, we employ
three types of application sequence groups as inputs to our
framework: communication-intensive, compute-intensive,
andmixed (using all 13 applications). We assume each appli-
cation-sequence to have 100 randomly ordered application-
instances selected from the respective group. To enhance the
statistical significance of our results, we averaged results for
five different randomly generated application-sequences for
each group.

To simulate the chip-lifetime within a reasonable time,
we extrapolate the effects of aging over 500 such sequen-
ces, making the total number of application-instances exe-
cuted within an epoch to be approximately l ¼ 50,000.
Simulation times for ARTEMIS to simulate till the end of

the lifetime were between 6 and 10 hours. The communica-
tion-intensive application workloads typically entailed
larger simulation times because of longer chip lifetimes
(see results and discussion in Section 6.2), compared to the
computation-intensive workloads.

We consider a 60-core 3D-meshNoC basedCMPplatform,
with dimensions 5�4�3 (dimx�dimy�dimz). Our SNIPER
simulations for application-profiling capture performance
and power consumption at the 22nm process technology
node. Seven operating voltage levels are used, (jSj ¼ 7):
0.7 V, 0.75 V, 0.8 V, 0.85 V, 0.9 V, 0.95 V, and 1.0 V. Frequency-
requirements of different applications are set between
1.5 GHz and 2 GHz. The following region-dimensions-lists
{B1,. . ., Bn} for applications (for the given DoPs) are
employed: {2�2�1} forDoP ¼ 4, {4�2�1, 2�4�1, 2�2�2} for
DoP ¼ 8, {4�2�2, 2�4�2, 4�4�1} for DoP ¼ 16,
and {4�4�2} for DoP ¼ 32. The dark-silicon power-budget
(DS-PB) is conservatively set at 85W. The regular 3D-PDN
power grid is modeled based on guidelines provided in [30].
With 20 cores on each tier, a total of 320 input power pins are
used with n2 ¼ 16 grid-points for each core. Nominal (initial
non-aged) values of branch resistances are assumed to be
50mV [30], with 25mm2 cross-sectional area.

For our circuit-aging calculations, we assume a nominal
effective VT of 0.3 V for un-aged cores and routers. In our
combined cost function calculations (C in Eq. (7)) for the
aging-aware region-selection heuristic, we use a ¼ b ¼ 0.5
(empirically derived to achieve the longest lifetimes); max_
IR_drop and max_VT are set to 0.3 V and 0.5 V respectively,
based on Eq. (1), with operating frequency requirement of
2 GHz. In our SAR heuristic, we use d ¼ 0:6, to calculate the
value of bR, for an appropriate trade-off between applica-
tion performance and aging. In our experiments, an epoch
interval can range between 25 to 35 days, depending on the
power profile, execution-times, and average DoPs of
the application workload, as well as the degree of aging in
the chip. Given the relatively slow rate of aging, such an
aging-measurement interval has been found to be appropri-
ate for runtime frameworks [3]. Also, as the overheads
incurred due to employing aging sensors have been reported
to be quite small (power dissipation of 84.7 nW, sensing-
latency of 100 ms, and area of 77.3 mm2 per sensor at 45 nm
technology node) in [22], we ignore them in our calculations.

6.2 Experimental Results

Our experiments compare three variants of the proposed
ARTEMIS framework with two other runtime mapping
approaches derived from prior work. These prior works are
designed for 2D CMPs, so we extend them to 3D CMPs for
a fair comparison.

To investigate the effectiveness of the circuit-aging
(leakage) and PDN-aging aware region-selection, voltage-
selection, and mapping techniques, we adapt our ARTEMIS
framework to use an XYZ-routing scheme (ARTEMIS-XYZ)
and compare the results obtained with two other run-time
mapping techniques that selects contiguous regions for map-
ping and use the same XYZ routing scheme: (i) traditional
worst-case guard-banding approach (WC-GB): In this approach,
region selection is done based on the runtime area constrained
mapping approach from [37] that attempts to fit the maxi-
mum number of applications on the chip. To satisfy the
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application-performance requirements for an extended
period of time, a high Vdd ¼ 1:0 V is used at all times. This
framework selects contiguous regions for mapping, to maxi-
mize the performance, and minimize the communication
latency. However, it does not assume runtime inputs from
aging-sensors to make mapping decisions and thus is not
aging-aware; (ii) wear-leveling approach with DVS (WLþDVS):
In this approach, contiguous region-selection for application-
mapping is always done based on the lowest average VT-deg-
radation in cores, as proposed in [13], [14]; in addition, Vdd is
opportunistically reduced when possible and adaptively
hikedwith aging tomeet application performance constraints.

Additionally, we adapt our ARTEMIS framework to use
an aging- and congestion-aware routing scheme (ACR)
obtained from prior work in [35]. We also include results
for our ARTEMIS framework with the proposed symmetric
aging-enabled routing (SAR) scheme. Thus, the comparison
between ARTEMIS-XYZ, ARTEMIS-ACR, and ARTEMIS-
SAR allows us to determine the most effective 3D NoC rout-
ing approach that can help improve lifetime in 3D NoC-
based CMPs while meeting application performance and
chip-wide power constraints. Finally, to test the efficiency
of the ARTEMIS framework, all the experiments are
conducted when the workload is high at a uniform inter-
application arrival rate of �1.5s while each application exe-
cutes for few seconds on the 3D CMP.

Fig. 4a shows the total number of applications serviced
over the chip lifetime, Fig. 4b shows total CMP-lifetime
(total system-execution-time), and Fig. 4c shows the appli-
cation-throughput extracted over the service-life of the
CMP for all the compared frameworks, across the three
different types of application-input-sequences. The results
shown in Fig. 4 are the error-bars in all our plotted results
represent the range of results across simulations with five
different randomly generated application-sequences (with
individual applications in the sequence derived from the
SPLASH-2 and PARSEC benchmark suites, as discussed
earlier).

As expected, the WLþDVS framework outperforms the
WC-GB approach that does not performDVS. By intelligently
selecting application-regions on the 3D-die with its region-
selection heuristic, our ARTEMIS frameworks (ARTEMIS-
XYZ, ARTEMIS-ACR, and ARTEMIS-SAR) achieve a notable
reduction in leakage-power dissipation and reduce stress
on the more highly degraded PDN-paths. The ARTEMIS
frameworks produce 9–40 percent (25 percent average)
improvement in the total number of applications serviced
over the next best framework, WLþDVS, as well as signi-
ficant improvements in total CMP-lifetime, as can be seen
from Figs. 4a and 4b. For communication-intensive applica-
tions, we observed far less percentage of dark-silicon,
approximately 0–15 percent (depending on Vdd-levels and
workload profiles), compared to compute-intensive applica-
tions where dark-silicon is approximately 10–33 percent. A
lower percentage of dark-silicon is indicative of more active
cores running with less stress, whereas a higher percentage
of dark-silicon indicates fewer active cores that are running
with greater stress.

Thus, communication-intensive applications experi-
ence less aggressive aging (because of their lower %dark-
silicon), which results in more of these applications being

executed over the chip lifetime and a higher lifetime com-
pared to compute intensive applications. Figs. 4a and 4b
corroborate this observation. Also, most communication-
intensive applications generate relatively low current-
densities in the PDN, i.e., PDN-degradation is slower rel-
ative to circuit-degradation, which limits the improve-
ments obtained by the ARTEMIS frameworks for such
applications, as can be observed from Fig. 4a.

Next, we present an analysis of lifetime improvements
obtained when our proposed symmetric aging-aware rout-
ing path allocation (SAR) heuristic is used with ARTEMIS
(ARTEMIS-SAR), compared to the ARTEMIS-XYZ and
ARTEMIS-ACR frameworks. Our SAR heuristic enables bet-
ter balancing of aging between compute-cores and their
associated NoC-routers. While executing communication-
intensive workloads exclusively, where the rate of aging in
routers is comparable to that of core-aging, SAR minimizes
the number of runtime scenarios when mapping of an appli-
cation is stalled due to aged routers, thereby extending the
system-lifetime. Observe in Fig. 4a that ARTEMIS-SAR
produces notable improvements in number of applications
executed over lifetime, compared to ARTEMIS-XYZ (by
4 percent) and ARTEMIS-ACR (by 2.2 percent) with compa-
rable application-throughput (as shown in Fig. 4c), for com-
munication-intensive workloads. However, the choice of

Fig. 4. Results comparing ARTEMIS framework variants with other
approaches from prior work, for workloads that combine various
SPLASH-2 and PARSEC benchmarks: (a) Total number of applications
serviced over lifetime, (b) lifetime (years), and (c) application-throughput
over lifetime (applications/hour).
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routing scheme has very little effect on lifetimes for com-
pute-intensive and mixed workloads, where NoC-aging
does not determine the service-life of the chip.

To further analyze how the behavior of different frame-
works change over time, we show how application through-
put varies across time in different frameworks in Fig. 5. We
consider ARTEMIS with SAR routing scheme and a mixed
workload in this experiment. It can be seen from Fig. 5 that
WC-GB maintains a constant application throughput, while
WLþDVS and ARTEMISþSAR tradeoff throughput for an
extended CMP lifetime. WLþDVS and ARTEMISþSAR
employs intelligent aging-aware application mapping for a
graceful degradation of the CMP, and utilizes DVS to satisfy
the application minimum frequency and DS-PB constraints.
ARTEMISþSAR further benefits from PDN-aging-aware
intelligent mapping scheme that extends the useful lifetime
of the CMP beyond that of WLþDVS, meanwhile achieving
similar throughput.

We also show experimental results related to the power
dissipation, PDN performance, and VT degradation profile
on the 3D CMP when using different mapping frameworks,
in Fig. 6.

A comparison of the average power-dissipated per appli-
cation over the chip lifetime is shown in Fig. 6(a). As
expected, WC-GB framework, which does not utilize DVS,
dissipates significantly more power. The leakage-optimizing
mapping in ARTEMIS results in up to a 5.5 percent improve-
ment for compute-intensive workloads (2.8 percent on aver-
age for all workloads) in total power/application over
WLþDVS. We also analyze the distribution of percentage
worst-case IR-drops (%WC-IR-drops) at the end of lifetime
with different frameworks. Fig. 6b shows the maximum
%WC-IR-drops obtained for different frameworks at the end
of chip lifetime. The aging-unaware WC-GB framework
maps applications such that some cores are more heavily
loaded than others, thus resulting in the shortest lifetimes
with high maximumWC-IR-drops. With our strategy to pri-
oritize mapping on cores with less WC-IR-drops, ARTEMIS
frameworks produce lower maximum%WC-IR-drop-values
(by up to 9 percent lower), compared to WLþDVS, despite
ARTEMIS having a longer lifetime and servicing a higher
number of applications.

Fig. 6c shows the variance in theWC-IR-drop-distribution
on the 3D chip obtained at the end of lifetime with different
frameworks. A smaller variance of IR-drops with ARTEMIS
frameworks (up to 24 percent lower compared to WLþDVS)
signifies efficient management of PDN-aging that aides in
improving the longevity of the PDN, and thus the entire chip.

Fig. 6d, shows the mean effective VT-degradation in
compute-cores at the end of lifetime, and provides addi-
tional insights into the lifetime improvements obtained
with our circuit-aging (leakage) and PDN-aging aware
region selection and Vdd selection heuristic. As discussed
earlier, the VT-values of circuit components increase with
aging. Given the nominal-VT of 0.3V at the start of lifetime,
observe in Fig. 6d that the mean VT-degradation values at
the end of lifetime for ARTEMIS frameworks are signifi-
cantly higher (by up to 30 percent for compute-intensive
workloads) compared to the WLþDVS framework. By
restricting the EM-induced PDN-degradation, ARTEMIS
can extend the tolerable degree of circuit-aging (VT-degra-
dation) in compute-cores, while meeting the same perfor-
mance constraints. Thus, the 3D CMP remains functional

Fig. 5. Results showing the comparison of application throughput of
ARTEMISþSAR, WLþDVS, and WC-GB over their respective CMP
lifetimes.

Fig. 6. Results showing improvements for our circuit-aging (leakage) and
PDN-aging aware region selection and Vdd selection heuristic in the
ARTEMIS frameworks: (a) power dissipation per application, (b) maxi-
mum percentWC-IR-drop at end of lifetime, (c) Variance of percent
WC-IR-drop at end of lifetime, and (d) Mean effective VT-degradation in
compute-cores at end of lifetime.
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for much higher VT-degradation with ARTEMIS compared
to other approaches.

To obtain a more comprehensive understanding of the
performance of the compared frameworks, we present
snapshots of the 3D-CMP die at the end of lifetime, when
using different frameworks. Fig. 7 shows average values of
VT-degradation and Fig. 8 shows maximum WC-IR-drops
in cores at the end of CMP lifetime after executing compute
intensive workloads. We have only considered compute
intensive workloads for this analysis because VT-degrada-
tion and IR-drops due to these workloads are higher in
cores due to their higher power dissipation (compared to
mixed and communication-intensive workloads).

Figs. 7a, 7b, and 7c show the average VT-degradation
observed in each core at the end of CMP lifetime for
WC-GB, WLþDVS, and ARTEMIS-SAR frameworks. We
consider the end of lifetime as the condition when applica-
tion performance constraints are not met at any CMP Vdd

level, without violating the chip’s dark-silicon power bud-
get (DS-PB) constraint, and when no other application is
currently running on the CMP. Fig. 7a shows that when
WC-GB fails, most of its cores are comparatively less aged

than that of WLþDVS in Fig. 7b and ARTEMIS in Fig. 7c.
This is becauseWC-GB ambitiously tries to map the applica-
tions at a very high Vdd repeatedly on to the same, rapidly
aging cores. Also, the PDN degradation in WC-GB is much
higher than the other two frameworks in Fig. 8a. As the deg-
radation in PDN worsens, application performance con-
straints are not met within the allowed set of CMPVdd levels.
This results in end of lifetime condition in WC-GB, because
when application-performance constraints are not met in a
region, WC-GB does not exhaustively search for other map-
ping regions on the CMP even if no other applications are
running simultaneously. Fig. 7c shows that by using ARTE-
MIS, the chip has more degraded cores at the end of the life-
time compared to the other two frameworks. This indicates
that all the cores have been well utilized by ARTEMIS till the
time it failed. Better management of EM-degradation in
PDNs (which is explained using Fig. 8), and trading off
application throughput for lifetime by ARTEMIS (shown
in Fig. 5) helps to extend the functional lifetime of each
individual core on the 3DCMP till the end of its lifetime.

Also, note that with ARTEMIS, cores are degraded
in a pattern that is beneficial for contiguous mapping of

Fig. 7. Surface plots showing the effective VT degradation in cores of a
3D CMP at the end of their respective lifetimes using: (a) worst case
guard-banding (WC-GB) technique, (b) wear leveling with DVS
(WLþDVS) technique, and (c) proposed ARTEMIS-SAR framework.

Fig. 8. Surface plots showing the Worst-Case IR drops observed on
each layer of a 3D CMP at the end of their respective lifetimes using:
(a) worst case guard-banding (WC-GB) technique, (b) wear leveling with
DVS (WLþDVS) technique, and (c) proposed ARTEMIS framework.
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applications till the CMP fails, unlike with WC-GB and with
WLþDVS that leave fragmented regions of cores with var-
ied degradation profiles.

Figs. 8a, 8b, and 8c show the Worst-Case-IR-drops (WC-
IR-drops), due to EM of PDN, observed at the end of the
CMP lifetime. The colors at each tile give a comparative
visualization of IR-drop values logged at the input pins of
the cores. From Figs. 8a, 8b, and 8c, it can be seen that WC-
GB is completely unaware of PDN aging while mapping,
and hence has some hotspots (red and brown tiles) due to
excessive mapping of tasks on to the same tiles, even when
other tiles are free and less degraded. WLþDVS show
slightly higher WC-IR-drops to ARTEMIS at the end of
the CMP lifetime. By integrating PDN-awareness and
simultaneously managing Vdd and mapping regions intel-
ligently, ARTEMIS makes it possible to use the CMP well
beyond the VT-degradation values (with similar PDN-deg-
radation) observed using prior works (as shown in
Figs. 7a, 7b, and 7c).

The aging aware mapping heuristic WLþDVS that is
unaware of PDN degradation, tries to map applications on
to tiles with less circuit degradation. Hence, the PDN ages
at a faster rate in WLþDVS compared to ARTEMIS. But, as
PDN degradation gets higher towards the end of the life-
time, applications do not meet their frequency constraint,
and force a CMP Vdd hike at the time of mapping. Also,
cores tend to dissipate more power as they get older, lead-
ing to DS-PB violation. This results in CMP reaching the
end of lifetime condition faster. Hence PDN-aging is crucial
for achieving longer lifetime in 3D CMPs. ARTEMIS is thus
able to manage both circuit and PDN aging to extract more
work out of the CMP in its lifetime.

Table 2 summarizes the primary reason for failure in
WC-GB, WLþDVS and ARTEMIS, as observed in Figs. 7
and 8. WC-GB is aging unaware, leading to an exacerbated
aging of cores and PDN. Hence, the primary reason for fail-
ure, and the bottleneck for achieving longer lifetime in
WC-GB is both core and PDN aging. WLþDVS prioritizes
mapping on the younger cores with no knowledge of PDN
degradation, whichmakes PDNaging a bottleneck for achiev-
ing better lifetime, and a primary reason for failure. ARTEMIS
balances core and PDN aging to extract the useful lifetime
from the CMP. Hence, in ARTEMIS the end of lifetime condi-
tion is reached due to core aging.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we proposed an aging-aware application-
mapping and DVS scheduling framework (ARTEMIS) that
considers PDN-aging of 3D NoC-based CMPs in addition to
circuit-aging (in NoC routers and cores) in both the perfor-
mance and aging evaluation stages, and the lifetime optimi-
zation methodology. We have considered the analysis of
ARTEMIS framework in a highly-constrained system with
variable application execution time. Compared to a

framework based on the best known prior work on aging-
aware mapping techniques, ARTEMIS can service 25 per-
cent more applications (on average) over the chip lifetime,
which highlights its promise for emerging 3D-CMPs. As
part of future work, we plan to explore support for variable
process variations, and consider a service queue model that
includes wait time of an application, for further improve-
ments within our framework.
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